A conveniently compact, innovative design.

Stay flexible: With full-power features in a smart, dual orientation design, the OptiPlex 5050 lets you maximize your work environment. Towers can be setup on or under your desk, while the small form factor can be combined with the new OptiPlex Small Form Factor All-in-One Stand to create versatile, flexible solutions for any office situation.

Secure and unified: These optional cable covers reduce clutter, prevent access to the ports and cables in the back of the system and seamlessly match the OptiPlex’s elegant design, so your setup looks unified and stays protected.

Easy access: With a tool-less design and a simple removable side panel, you have easy access to key system components such as drives and memory so your system can be updated, remaining viable for years to come.

Powerful performance. Smart solutions.

Power your success: Intel® 7th Gen processors make this the fastest OptiPlex yet. (Standard is i5-7500 Quad Core 3.5 GHz)

Smooth, speedy performance: Upgraded 2400MHz DDR4 is the fastest and most efficient memory available, so you can work without lags or crashes. (8 GB on standards)

Connect with ease: Two display ports, native 3 display support, and HDMI with optional VGA, as well as legacy ports provide ample connection to your devices and networks.
Ports & Slots – Small Form Factor


Dimensions & Weight

Small Form Factor: 1. Width 3.7” (9.26cm) | 2. Depth 11.4” (29.0cm) | 3. Height 11.5” (29.2cm) | Minimum Weight 11.31 lbs (5.14kg)